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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

COLLEGE YEAR – RD – TM

Livingston, Greg

TEAM

Prospect (Last, First)

Brown, Malcolm
Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

5-15-93 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

University of Texas  (TXUN)

Games Won

Footspeed, Ability to Bust Angles/Separate From 2nd/3rd Level Defenders; Route Running and Separation 
Quickness.

PROJECTION
Rotational back capable of succeeding in an Outside Zone blocking scheme. Can win with him due to his 
Tempo and Vision behind the LOS as well as his Play Strength and Physical Toughness as a runner and in 
Pass Pro. Limited ability in Passing Game due to adequate Route Running and Separation Quickness.  

2019: @ CAR 9/8, vs NO 9/15, vs TB 9/29, vs SF 10/13, vs ARZ 12/29

29
Winning %

53%
Positions Started

MEASURABLES

Los Angeles Rams 15 – UDFA – LAR 

INJURIES

RB

Outside Zone blocking scheme.

2015- None; 2016- None; 2017- Right MCL Sprain Grade 2 Missed Weeks 9-12; 2018- Right Shoulder 
Clavicle Fracture Missed Weeks 14-17; 2019- Right Pedal Ankle Sprain/Pull, Missed Weeks 7 and 8.

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

Trending up in snap count/percentage (222/20%), rushing attempts (69, 2nd on team), yards (255, 2nd on 
team), TDs (5). Trending down in receiving targets (6), receptions (2), yards (16). 2 fumbles in 217 career 
touches. 

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS
Vison/Tempo on Zone Runs; Overall Play Strength; Finish/YAC due to Pad Level, Leg Drive, and Contact 

Balance.

BACKGROUND

5th-year player starting 2 of his 55 career games, including 1 of 14 in 2019 missing Weeks 7 and 8 due to a 
right pedal ankle sprain/pull. With Skip Peete (4 years) as his position coach and Sean McVay (3 years) as 
the Rams HC/OC, he was used as a rotational RB in a pass first offense (passing 62%, 8th in NFL) that 
utilized pre-snap motion and misdirection to set up Zone runs as well as short/intermediate play action 
passes and screens. 

BODY TYPE / AA
Solid height and weight with good arm length on a solid frame with broad shoulders and muscular upper 
body and thigh muscles. Solid AA, exhibiting good contact balance and lower body explosiveness, solid 
COD, lateral agility, and acceleration as well as adequate footspeed and quickness.

Displays good vision and tempo on Inside and Outside Zone runs with good mental processing and solid play speed to identify
crease, consistently make the correct read and either leverage explosive lower body to accelerate vertically, or utilize good
cutback vision to read flow of 1st/2nd level defenders, drop weight and explode laterally off of one foot against the horizontal
stretch of the defense. Solid vision and tempo on Gap runs to let blocks develop while keeping shoulders square to LOS. Solid
ability to create on both Zone and Gap runs, leveraging good spin move and jump cut to make first man miss, also displays good
mental processing to take what’s given and not attempt to over-create behind LOS. Solid burst once identifying crease/seam,
leveraging solid acceleration as well as good pad level and physical toughness to exploit crease/seam without hesitation
resulting in either driving piles forward upon contact or breaking arm tackles and utilizing good contact balance and leg drive to
get into 2nd level demonstrating good finish/YAC ability. Good physical-toughness to finish plays both as a runner and a blocker
as well as mental toughness to elevate performance in key short yardage situations and at the goal line.

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

55
Games Started

2

In passing game, player exhibits solid mental processing to understand coverage by either sitting in Zone voids or accelerating

out of breaks in an attempt to generate separation from LBs in Man coverage. Player exhibited solid hands on the run and when
stationary in limited opportunities (6 targets, 2 rec), as well as a good ability to get up field after the catch without wasted
movement. Good Pass Pro ability with good mental processing and solid play speed to identify protection responsibility, quickly
set up with wide base prior to engaging rushers with explosive upper and lower body strength at POA. Solid ability to sustain
blocks against 2nd/3rd level rushers by utilizing good initial hand strike to disrupt momentum and knee bend and lower body
strength to hold ground vs rushers under 250 lbs. 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Adequate 2nd level burst, lacking second gear and linear footspeed to bust angles and separate from 2nd/3rd level defenders
limiting his big play/homerun ability.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate ability in passing game, player exhibits adequate route running ability from backfield and when split out due to
adequate quickness and inefficient footwork at breakpoints resulting in adequate ability to gain separation vs athletic LBs and
most DBs in Man coverage. Adequate ability to adjust to passes thrown outside of frame when on the run, particularly struggles
to adjust to low passes in addition to passes thrown high and back-shoulder. Marginal ability to contribute in passing game when
split out, regularly takes plays off when a decoy or not on front side of play. 


